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1. Introduction
Flash memory is an electronic non-volatile computer storage which is widely used in various modern technologies.
The popularity of flash memory motivates the search for methods to increase flash reliability and lifetime. An
example for research on this subject can be found in the article "The Devil is in the Details: Implementing Flash Page
Reuse with WOM Codes" by Dr. Gala Yadgar and Prof. Eitan Yaakobi.
This document is a full user guide, containing all the necessary information required for conducting experiments on
flash chips. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the board is introduced, including instructions
for flash chip exchange. In section 3 there are detailed explanations about some flash chips and the differences
between them. Section 4 introduces the Sig software, its abilities and some examples of experiments conduction.
Sections 4 and 5 are dealing with output processing using Excel and Gnuplot respectively. In section 7 you can find a
terms glossary that can help you while reading this document.
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2. SigNAS-II
2.1. General information and technical details
SigNAS-II is an analysis kit, which can be used to analyse NAND flash chips from wide range of manufacturers.
When writing data to a flash chip, the physical location
of the data on the chip is determined using
sophisticated algorithms. Examine the effects of cells
programming on different variables, such as flash
reliability and lifetime, require controlling the physical
location of the programmed cells. Such ability is
supplied by SigNAS-II.
In this document 'the board' is the notation for the
SigNAS-II's physical component. The board is an
electronic device dedicated for writing and reading one
up to four flash chips simultaneously, using designated
software. Using the board, one can conduct complicated
experiments on flash chips and examine their results.
The board contains four channels, one for each flash
chip, allowing perform read and write operation to more
than one flash chip simultaneously.
Board's component list (see figure1):
1. On/Off power switch.
2. Four flash chip channel frames. Note that all
channels are empty except of the top right one.
3. Four sets of indicating lights. One set for each
flash chip channel.
4. A flash chip.
Figure 1: the board

2.2. Chip exchange instructions
Setting up the environment for a new experiment, often requires exchanging the flash chip on which the read and
write operations are performed. This is done by the following steps:
 Shut down the power to the board using the power switch on the side of the device. The green indicating
lights and the red power light next to the power switch will turn off.
 Select the new flash chip to be inserted to the channel and find the correct way to place it in the channel
frame, according to the following instructions:
o Find the lower side of the chip, by touching the pins on the side of the chip and pointing them down.
By doing that, the lower side of the chip will face down, See figure2.

Figure 2: flash chip pointing down (the picture is for illustration only)

o
o

Find the chip corner where you can spot a hollow point on the upper side of the chip, figure2.
Find the channel frame corner, where you can spot a small arrow on the board itself next to the
channel frame, see figure3.
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Figure 3: flash channel frame

o



The correct way to insert the flash chip to the cannel frame is to place the corners you just spotted,
one on top of the other, while the lower side of the flash chip is facing down.
Press down the channel frame and hold it down. Place the flash chip inside the channel frame in the correct
way as explained in the previous paragraph. When the chip is placed in the channel frame, hold it down with
your finger while loosening the channel frame. See figure4.

Figure 4: flash chip exchange process



Turn on the power to the board using the power switch. If the indicating lights are turned green, the board is
turned on successfully. Otherwise there was a problem and you need to repeat the whole process.
 Removing the current flash chip from its channel frame is done in the same way, i.e. by pressing down on the
channel frame and pulling up the chip.
When the flash chip exchange completed successfully, you can start your experiment on the new flash chip using the
designated softwares, as described in section 2.3 and section 4.

2.3. The designated software
SigNAS-II has designated software, providing the ability to perform various operations on the current flash chips
located in the board channels. The command window is shown in figure5.

Figure 5: the SigNAS-II designated software

However, the designated software is lack of some abilities required for our experiments. Therefore, it is not suitable
for executing our experiments.
A full manual for the SigNAS-II software can be found in a file called "SigNASII_OperationManual_Ver2_8.pdf". If you
want to use the software ask the lab team for this file. The full manual contains installation instructions, settings,
operations menu and tests explanations. The software is already installed on the lab computers, so you can skip the
installation and settings chapters.
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3. The flash chips
3.1. Flash chip technical differences
This section refers to the following differences between flash chips:
 Number of bytes per page.
 Number of pages per block.
 Chip lifetime in P/E cycles.
 Writing methods.
 Low-High coupling scheme.

3.2. Flash chips technical details
The changes described in section 3.1 are summarized in the following table for 3 types of chips: Hynix model A, Hynix
model B and Micron:
Chip manufacturer

Hynix model A

Hynix model B

Micron

Bytes per page

8832

18048

4320

Pages per block

256

256

256

5,000

30,000

10,000

normal

normal

XOR

0

1

0

Chip lifetime
Writing method
Low-High coupling scheme

3.3. Technical differences regarding to the Sig program
Some of the technical details summarized at the above table are taken into consideration by the Sig program, using
the environment variables. Those technical details are: bytes per page, pages per block and low-high coupling
scheme (for more information see section 4.2).
The chip lifetime is an empirical parameter, specifying the number of erasures a block can endure before its
reliability deteriorates below an acceptable level. The Sig program doesn't take this parameter into consideration, so
make sure you set the correct number of P/E cycles according to the chip lifecycle when conducting your
experiment.
Normal writing method indicates that you can conduct experiment involving multiple flash chips simultaneously.
XOR writing method, as for the Micron flash chip, indicates that writing a vector of bits to the chip is done by
scrambling this vector with an internal vector using XOR function. The Sig program first calculates the internal vector
and alters the bits vector it wishes to write in a way that the scrambling doesn't interrupt the experiment. As a
result, only one flash chip can participate in an experiment simultaneously, since the internal vector is unique to the
chip. If you conducting an experiment on a flash chip with XOR writing method you should NOT use more than one
chip simultaneously on the board! Otherwise you can conduct your experiment on up to four flash chips of the same
type simultaneously.
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4. The Sig program
4.1. Introduction
Conducting experiments involving a long series of read and write operations on the board flash chips, requires
designated software providing this ability. Since the built-in software doesn't provide this ability, there was a need to
write such software. The Sig software is a C++ program written by Alex Yucovich, which provides this ability along
with other advance operations.
The Sig program is the main software used in the experiments conduction. Therefore you required to know it well
and be familiar with its abilities. In order to work with the program you need to contact Alex and ask him for access
to the Sig program, and the location of the Sig.cpp and Sig.h files.

4.2. Environment variables and preparations
Running an experiment using the Sig program is done by several C++ commands described in the Sig API as you can
see in section 4.3. Before running your experiment you are required to set up the environment for the Sig program.
Setting up the experiment environment is done using the environment variables, located in the Sig.h file shown in
figure6.

Figure 6: the Sig program – Sig.h file

The first variable to be considered is the active channels. The board can support up to 4 flash chips simultaneously,
physically located in 4 channels, denoted by A0, A1, B0 and B1, as you can see in figure7. Set CHANNEL_XX_ENABLED
variables to true or false according to your experiment setup, as you can see in figure6. Set ACTIVE_CHANNELS_NUM
variable to be the number of flash chips in your experiment setup, as you can see in figure6.

Figure 7: the board channels are surrounded by red squares
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The following list detailed the additional environment variables to be set according to the current flash chip technical
details as you can see in section 3.2:
 BLOCK_SIZE
the number of pages per block.
 MANUFACTURER
the flash chip manufacturer, such as Hynix, Micron, etc.
 PAGE_SIZE
the number of bytes per page.
 PAIRING_SCHEME
the coupling technique of low and high pages.
It is highly important to enter the correct parameters, otherwise the experiment won't yield reliable results, or an
error will occur.
Pairing scheme variable refers to the coupling technique of low and high pages. For example, the table in figure8
details the page coupling of the Hynix model A falsh chip. If you run your experiment on a flash chip that doesn't
present in the table in section 3.2, you should take into consideration that it may has a different pairing scheme. In
that case, it is best to check the flash chip technical specification for the correct coupling technique, but you can also
find that out by running the Sig tests on "dirty" blocks (explained later in this section) and detecting a failure in one
or more tests.

Figure 8: pairing scheme for Hynix model A flash chip
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Another important preparation for your experiment is selecting a "clean" blocks to work with. A clean block is a
block which has never been programmed before. Selecting a "dirty" block will undermine the credibility of the
results. The lab team maintains a record of the dirty blocks for each of the flash chips in the lab. You should select
clean blocks for your experiment, i.e. blocks that are not included in this record. The responsibility for updating this
record is on you, so it is highly important you don’t forget to do so. The record can be found in files called "<chip
manufacturer> Used Blocks.txt". Ask the lab team for this files location.
The blocks of a flash ship are organized in planes in a way that even blocks are physically located in plane 0 and odd
blocks are physically located in plane 1. When conducting your experiment you should include both even and odd
blocks in the tests, in order to include both planes in your tests.

4.3. The Sig program API
The Sig program was designed to execute complicated experiment on flash chips using the board. You can find
examples for an experiment conducted by the Sig program in section 4.4. The Sig API functions are described below:


bool BiasedBlockTest (int block, double bias, int iterNum);

This function runs a standard test.
Parameters:
o block – the block number on which the Sig program will run your experiment.
o bias – the probability of writing '0' (a number between 0 to 1).
o iterNum – the number of P/E cycles.


bool BiasedBlockTest (int block, double lowBias, double highBias, int iterNum);

This function runs a standard test with different probability for writing '0' to the low and the high pages.
Parameters:
o block – the block number on which the Sig program will run your experiment.
o lowBias – the probability of writing '0' to the low pages (a number between 0 to 1).
o highBias – the probability of writing '0' to the high pages (a number between 0 to 1).
o iterNum – the number of P/E cycles.


bool L_LHTest (int block, int iterNum);

This function runs a test with LLH reprogramming scheme.
Parameters:
o block – the block number on which the Sig program will run your experiment.
o iterNum – the number of P/E cycles.
Be aware that your experiment will not necessarily require you to use all of the above functions. You should select
only the necessary function after fully understanding the experiment goal.
After you finish entering your experiment commands to the Sig.cpp file, you should run it using Ctrl+F5. This will
open a black console window which will remain open during the whole time the program is running, and let you to
view the test status (success or failure).

4.4. Experiment examples
Your code should start with creating a new test. The Sig API functions should be executed only if the test was started
successfully. You can see an example in the Sig.cpp file, shown in figure9.
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Figure 9: the Sig program – Sig.cpp file

The rest of this section describe a set of experiments conducted using the Sig program. The commands for those
experiment are written inside the "IF" block shown in figure9.
You can find detailed explanation about this set of experiments in the article "The Devil is in the Details:
Implementing Flash Page Reuse with WOM Codes" by Dr. Gala Yadgar and Prof. Eitan Yaakobi.
This set of experiments evaluated the long term effects of increased Vth on block's BER. Each experiment had two
parts: programming the block with probability of 0.75 for '0' and 0.5 for '1', in the first part for a portion of its
lifetime, and with probability of 0.5 for '0' and 0.5 for '1' in the second part, which consists of the remaining cycles.
The length of the first part is varied between 20%, 40% and 60% of the block's lifetime.
The Sig program runs this experiment on a flash chip with lifecycle of 5,000 cycles using the following commands:
test->BiasedBlockTest (602, 0.75, 0.5, 1000);
test->BiasedBlockTest (602, 0.5, 4000);
test->BiasedBlockTest (604, 0.75, 0.5, 2000);
test->BiasedBlockTest (604, 0.5, 3000);
test->BiasedBlockTest (606, 0.75, 0.5, 3000);
test->BiasedBlockTest (606, 0.5, 2000);

The Sig program will perform biased writing with different low and high pages probability to block 602 for 1,000 P/E
cycles and after that biased writing with the same low and high pages probability to block 602 for additional 4,000
P/E cycles. It then will perform the same writing for blocks 604 and 606 for different portion of the ship lifecycles.

4.5. Possible errors
If you followed all the orders carefully, you should not see errors. However, some errors may occur although all the
instructions were done properly.
Chip exchange error:
After exchanging the flash chip successfully and verifying the board green lights are on, the board may still not
initialized successfully. You will notice this error after trying running an experiment and receiving an error message
right at the beginning, notifying that the Sig program could not establish connection. This error probably caused by
gentle electricity contacts. In order to solve this problem shut down the board using the switch button, restart the
computer, turn on the board and see if the problem was fixed. If the error still appears repeat the chip exchange
process in addition to the above instructions. Note that when restarting the computer you need to disable automatic
restart on system failure. This is done by pressing F8 immediately after power on, until the screen shown if figure10
is shown, and selecting this option.
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Figure 10: restart screen

Test failed error:
Programming errors are rare and not supposed to happen. At the end of each test performed by the Sig program, an
indication regarding the test status appears in the console window. In case of an error, the Sig program will stop its
running and will not proceed to the rest of the tests. There is no straightforward solution for this error. You should
contact Alex Yucovich in order to analyze the problem.
Wrong parameters error:
This is the most risky error, since it mostly stays undetected. This error derives from incorrect parameters inserted to
the Sig environment variables. The way to avoid this error is to double check the environment variables and to
maintain order in your experiments.

4.6. Outputs
The Sig program output is DAT file that contain data in text format. The output files are located under the Sig folder
(where the Sig program is located). Each one of the Sig API functions described in section 4.3 generate a DAT file, so
when running a complex experiment combined of two tests, you should manually merge the two output DAT files.
The suggested way to do this merge is using Excel program, as explained in section 5.
The name of the DAT file depends on the Sig test as follow:


For BiasedBlockTest the DAT file name is: blockNum_probability_cycleNum_channelNum, where blockNum is
the block number, probability is the bias inserted to the test, cycleNum is the number of P/E cycles
performed, and channelNum is 0 or 1 according to the flash chip channel.



For BiasedBlockTest (second format) the DAT file name is:
blockNum_lowProbability_highProbability_cycleNum_channelNum, where blockNum is the block number,
lowProbability is the lowBias inserted to the test, highProbability is the highBias inserted to the test,
cycleNum is the number of P/E cycles performed and channelNum is 0 or 1 according to the flash chip
channel.



For L_LHTest the DAT file name is: blockNum_probability_cycleNum_channelNum, where blockNum is the
block number, probability is the probability for writing '0' to all pages (set by default to 0.5 for this test),
cycleNum is the number of P/E cycles performed, and channelNum is 0 or 1 according to the flash chip
channel.

The DAT file summarizes the number of bit errors per P/E cycle in several levels as follows:
- The entire block - number of bit errors in the entire block.
- The low/ high pages level - number of bit errors in all of the block's low/ high pages.
- The page level - number of bit errors in each one of the block's 256 pages.
You can see the results for the first P/E cycles in figure11 (in the page level the results are partial due to space limits).
Note that the column headers were shifted in this figure.
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Figure 11: output DAT file (column headers are shifted)

For the LLH test, the results has different format as you can see in figure12 (in the page level the results are partial
due to space limits), since the bit errors are counted separately for each of the writes Low-Low-High. Note that in
this case the bit errors in the page level are summarized using two columns for each of the low pages, one for the bit
errors after the first write and one for the bit errors after the second write.

Figure 12: output DAT file for LLH programming scheme (column headers are shifted)

When performing a complex experiment combined of two tests or more, each test will yield a DAT file. It is highly
recommended to merge those file using Excel program as described in section 5. When merging two DAT file, you
should pay attention to the differences between the output DAT file formats, i.e. different columns headers. An
example for an experiment composed of two kind of test is the "Long term effects of reprogramming on a flash chip"
described in the article "The Devil is in the Details: Implementing Flash Page Reuse with WOM Codes" by Dr. Gala
Yadgar and Prof. Eitan Yaakobi. The Excel files that summarized the experiment results are called
"L_LH-<CHIP NAME> -<BLOCK PARITY>.xlsx"
Where <CHIP NAME> is the flash chip manufacturer and <BLOCK PARITY> can be "even" for even blocks, "odd" for
odd blocks or "odd-even" for averaging over even and odd blocks.
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5. Results processing using excel
5.1. Importing DAT files to Excel
As specified in section 4.6, the Sig program results are organized in DAT files. Those files can be imported to the Excel
program and be processed using functions. Importing DAT file to Excel sheet is done according to the following
steps:
 Open a new Excel sheet, and on the "Data" tab select "From text" in the "Get External Data" menu on the
top left side of the screen. See figure13.

Figure 13: importing DAT file to Excel



Choose the desired DAT file from your file system and click "Import". Note that files with DAT extension are
not displayed by default, so make sure you set "All Files (*.*)" in the file system display option.



In the "Text Import Wizard" window that opened choose "Delimited" in the "Original data type" section and
click "Next >". This makes sure the data will be organized correctly in your excel sheet. See figure14.

Figure 14: importing DAT file to Excel – setting import configuration



In the next window that opens select "Tab" in the "Delimiters" option and click "Finish". See figure15.

Figure 15: importing DAT file to Excel – setting import configuration
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In the next window that open select the specific cell you want to locate the data and click "OK". See figure16.

Figure 16: importing DAT file to Excel – locating the data



The data is now displayed properly in the Excel sheet, and you can start processing it. See figure 17.

Figure 17: DAT file displaying using Excel

When conducting complex experiment that runs two different tests on the same block, you are required to make
some adaptations. For example, an experiment start by running test1 for 60% of the chip lifetime and then running
test2 for the rest 40% of the chip lifetime on the same block of a chip with lifetime of 10,000 P/E cycles. The Sig
program will generate two DAT files, one for each test. The P/E cycle column in each of the DAT files will start with
counter 1, although it supposed to start with 6,001 in the result of test2, since both tests were performed on the
same block. This means that you have no way to know which one of the tests was first and which one was second.
You can cope with that by maintaining order in your experiments and results.
In order to combine the two DAT files in the above example, using Excel, you can import them to two different Excel
sheets, and concatenate one to another using copy-paste. Note that the P/E cycle column will not be updated
accordingly. However this allows you to analyze the result of the entire experiment at once.

5.2. Bit error rate (BER) calculation
Bit error rate (BER) is a mathematic measure indicating the average number of bit errors per page. The DAT files
contain the number of bit errors in several levels inside a block: in a single page, in all low pages, in all high pages
and in all block's pages. Therefore in order to calculate the BER measure, you need to divide the number of bit errors
by the number of bits in the matching level. The number of bits per block is calculated using this formula:

bits per block   pages per block   bytes per page   bits per byte 

Note that the number of low/ high pages in a block is exactly half of the total number of pages in a block.
BER calculation examples:


BER calculation for the entire block:



BER calculation for the low pages:

total number of bit errors
number of bits per block
low pages bit errors
BER  low pages  
0.5   number of bits per block 
BER  all block pages  

5.3. Useful excel functions
This section details some Excel functions that can help you analyze the results efficiently. You can always use other
Excel functions that meet the requirements.
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Analyzing the experiment result is usually done by grouping together every X consecutive P/E cycles, where X is 1%
of the chip lifecycles. The Excel program provides the ability to activate a function on that group of results. For
example for flash chip with lifecycle of 5,000 P/E cycle, we use the following format:
<Excel function>(INDEX(B:B,2+50*(ROW()-ROW($G$2))):INDEX(B:B,1+50*(ROW()-ROW($G$2)+1)))

The <Excel function> will be activated on every consecutive 50 rows in column B starting from cell B2, and will write
the results to column G starting from cell G2.
Usage examples:


Averaging over every 50 consecutive P/E cycles:
AVERAGE(INDEX(B:B,2+50*(ROW()-ROW($G$2))):INDEX(B:B,1+50*(ROW()-ROW($G$2)+1)))



Calculating the standard deviation of every 50 consecutive P/E cycles:
STDEV(INDEX(B:B,2+50*(ROW()-ROW($K$2))):INDEX(D:D,1+50*(ROW()-ROW($K$2)+1)))



Calculating the variance of every 50 consecutive P/E cycles:
VAR(INDEX(B:B,2+50*(ROW()-ROW($L$2))):INDEX(D:D,1+50*(ROW()-ROW($L$2)+1)))



Calculating the 90-precentile of every 50 consecutive P/E cycles:
PERCENTILE(INDEX(B:B,2+50*(ROW()-ROW($M$2))):INDEX(D:D,1+50*(ROW()-ROW($M$2)+1)),0.9)
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6. Results processing using Gnuplot
6.1. Introduction
Gnuplot is a portable command-line driven graphing utility for Windows, Linux and many other platforms. Gnuplot
provide advanced abilities for graphical analysis of large scale data. This section will provide you basic information
for using Gnuplot to analyze your experiments results.

6.2. Download and install Gnuplot
Gnuplot can be downloaded for free from the following link https://sourceforge.net/projects/gnuplot/files/gnuplot/
Notice that this document refers to Gnuplot5.0, so if you download any other version you should check for updates.
Installing Gnuplot is straightforward and doesn't require any special notes.
Gnuplot output is an EPS file (Encapsulated Postscript) which can contain text as well as graphics. In order to view
EPS files properly you are required to download two additional softwares:
 Ghostscript – download from this link http://www.ghostscript.com/download/
 GSview – download from this link http://pages.cs.wisc.edu/~ghost/
Complete user manual for Gnuplot program can be found in this link: http://www.gnuplot.info/docs_5.0/gnuplot.pdf
In addition a complete Gnuplot script is shown in figure18 under section 6.3

6.3. Recommended work plan with Gnuplot
It is highly recommended to crate Gnuplot script containing set of selected commands for creating uniform
appearance results and saving time. The same script can be later updated for each of the experiments results
separately.
Gnuplot script can is a PLT file that reads data from a text file. Therefore you should create a text file that will
contain all of the data you wish to present in your graph. Copying data from Excel sheet to a text file is done by
selecting the desired cells and pasting in the text file. The columns may be shifted, but this should not concern you.
Save the text file without changing anything else.
Your Gnuplot script can now refer to the data located in a specific column of the text file. For example, the Gnuplot
script that shown in figure18, reads data from "Hynix_Vth_part-even.txt" file and generate a graph containing 5
separate lines, one for each column from 2 to 6 (the columns are counted starting from 1). This script also gives each
line a title and different color, and set the output file name to be "Hynix_Vth_part-even.eps". Note that the Gnuplot
script and the text file should be located in the same location in your file system, and that the output EPS file will be
generated at the same location as well.
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Figure 18: Gnuplot script

After creating EPS file using the Gnuplot script you can now open it using the Ghostscript and GSview programs, by
selecting it, clicking on the right click, choosing "Open with" option and selecting the corresponding program. In the
window that opens, you will be able to see the graph created by Gnuplot, as you can see in figure19.

Figure 19: Gnuplot outcome

Note that you may need to adapt your script to your data, for example by changing the Y axis range, placing the
legend in different location, etc…
There are some predefined Gnuplot scripts from previous experiments you can use as templates. Those scripts are
named as follows:
BER_<CHIP NAME> - <BLOCK PARITY>
90Percentile_<CHIP NAME> - <BLOCK PARITY>
The CHIP NAME is the chip manufacturer (with the exception of Hynix model B, which is called "Hynix-Yue"). The
BLOCK PARITY can be "even" or "odd" according to the block number, or "odd-even" for averaging over odd blocks
and even blocks results. Each script was designed for three types of experiments described in the article "The Devil is
in the Details: Implementing Flash Page Reuse with WOM Codes" by Dr. Gala Yadgar and Prof. Eitan Yaakobi. The
experiments are referred in the article with the following descriptions:
 Long term effects of increased Vth on a flash chip.
 Long term effects of reprogramming on a flash chip.
 Short term effects of reprogramming on a flash chip.
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7. Terms glossary


The board:
The SigNAS-II's physical component.



Flash chip:
A flash chip, placed inside the board channel during the experiments.



Board channel:
The board contain up to four channels. The board channels are shown in figure1, denoted by the number 2,
and surrounded by red square.



Board channel frame:
The physical component of the board channel, that keeps the flash chip in place.



P/E cycle:
Program/Erase (P/E) cycle is one cycle of programming and erasing a flash chip block.



Environment variables:
Sig program variables that determine the set up for the experiment conducted using this software. For more
information see section 4.2.



Bit error rate (BER):
A mathematic measure indicating the average number of bit errors.
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